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Abstract

Electricity storage capacity in electric vehicles (EV) can be used to compensate electricity demand/supply mismatches between (decentralized)

variable renewable electricity and manufacturing. However, EVs need to be sufficiently charged for use and removing an EV results in immediate

unavailability of stored energy. Effectiveness and challenges, e.g. reduced battery lifetime, for using EV batteries to increase on-site generated

electricity demand from a manufacturing system is studied using a simulation approach. Results are compared to load shifting/energy flexibility

options offered by the manufacturing system. A case-study based on an existing manufacturing line, on-site generation and EVs is used as

application example.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Subsidy for electricity generated from renewable energy

conversion was first introduced by the “Act on the Feeding of

Electricity from Renewable Energy Conversion into the Pub-

lic Grid” in Germany in the 1990s [1]. Since then, a steady

increase of renewable energy (RE) conversion takes place. Al-

though the provision of electricity by conversion of renewable

energy reached a historical high of 160.6 TWh in Germany in

2014 versus an electricity demand of 578.5 TWh [2], the over-

all situation of the energy economy is not reproduced properly

in these figures. The share of wind and solar energy (about 90.9

TWh, which corresponds to 56.6% of RE in 2014 [2]) are so-

called variable renewable energy (VRE) sources. VRE is non-

dispatchable and a large share of conversion is decentralized. In

order to be able to obtain a realistic understanding of demand

and supply matching, a time-dynamic comparison of electricity

demand and variable renewable supply is recommended. The

demand as well as the conversion of renewable energy is a dis-

tinct stochastic process and not congruent. Two strategies are

conceivable to adjust feeding-in of electricity from renewable

energy conversion and demand: reshaping of demand to match

supply (demand side management) or storing electricity, e.g. in

batteries. In the context of electricity storage, the use of elec-

tric vehicles (battery electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid elec-
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Fig. 1. Topic areas highlighted in this paper.

tric vehicles) as intermittent electricity storage becomes more

attractive with an increasing number of available cars. How-

ever, a central prerequisite is the ability to discharge electricity

into the local grid. Without this option, EVs can be used to

store (VRE) electricity for driving purposes, but not for other

end-use cases. In Germany, within the third quarter of 2015,

new registrations increased by 60% to 43,000 registered elec-

tric vehicles (EVs) compared to 2014. The German automo-

tive manufacturers introduced 17 new models in the year 2014,

with another twelve to follow in 2015 [3]. The potential of re-

newable energy conversing complemented by utilizing EVs as

an intermittent electricity storage was also discovered by sev-

eral enterprises. For example, LomboXnet, an internet service

provider at Utrecht, Netherlands, utilizes photovoltaics to pro-

vide electricity for EVs [4]. Against this background, this paper
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presents a concept to integrate VRE into a manufacturing sys-

tem with EV and stationary battery storage, supplemented by

energy flexibility of the manufacturing system (figure 1). A

case study is used to demonstrate the application of such a sys-

tem in a simulation environment.

2. State of research

Several existing renewable energy system modeling ap-

proaches focus on hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES)

stand-alone applications and/or a given demand structure. In

[5], mathematical models for frequently included components

(photovoltaics, wind, diesel, battery) of HRES are presented,

as well as criteria for system selection and a review of mod-

eling approaches. A comprehensive overview of optimization

and simulation techniques used for design and control of stand-

alone HRES, including cost objectives, can be found in [6]. On

the manufacturing system energy demand and energy flexibil-

ity side, a strong focus is set on forecasting energy demand

and/or adapting system energy demand to VRE by (operational)

scheduling optimization. In order to analyze the impact of

vehicle-to-grid (V2G) in an urban area, Drude et al. imple-

mented a MATLAB simulation. They assumed a number of

250 EVs and a photovoltaics (PV) capacity of 7.9 MWp on a

rooftop area of 43,000 m2. Using real solar radiation and elec-

tricity demand data they conclude that a potential for EVs exist

to stabilize the grid by peak-load shaving [7]. In the domain of

small micro grid implementation van der Kam and van Sark in-

troduced an analysis to increase PV self-demand rate and peak

reduction in relation to variations in EV trips using V2G strate-

gies for an existing environment in the Netherlands [4]. López

et al. present an agent based optimization model for controlled

charging of EVs considering alternating selling market prices

for electricity [8]. Advantages, challenges and optimization ap-

proaches for V2G applications including considerations as well

as social factors and investment barriers are presented by Tan et

al. [9]. The investigation on existing approaches has shown that

the primary focus refers to the implementation of V2G tech-

nologies into smart grid environments. Considerations regard-

ing an implementation within production environments do not

exist so far. The method proposed in this paper presents an ap-

proach to evaluate effectiveness of V2G applications in the con-

text of energy flexible manufacturing systems, i.e. a concept is

proposed which allows to evaluate the effectiveness of V2G ap-

plications and compare V2G effectiveness to real-time demand

response capability of an energy flexible manufacturing system.

3. Concept for evaluating VRE integration into manufac-
turing systems with EVs

In order to integrate decentralized VRE generation into an

existing manufacturing system, several technical and organiza-

tional options exist. A key task is to accommodate (stochas-

tically) fluctuating and non-dispatchable electricity generation

output of VRE sources to minimize grid reliance (demand from

grid and feed into the grid). Among others, additional, dis-

patchable supply sources can be installed (e.g. a CHP-plant or

diesel generator), the electricity demand side can/needs to be

adjusted to supply or surplus electricity from VRE is stored,

e.g. in batteries.

3.1. VRE and EV integration concept

The following assumptions are made to limit the scope of

this work:

• A manufacturing line with several processes/machines and

buffers for intermediate product storage exists.

• EVs are connected to the local (company) grid, which in

turn connects the manufacturing system and VRE electric-

ity generation.

• VRE is generated on-site and economic (e.g. due to feed-

in tariffs vs. grid electricity price) and environmental (e.g.

lower carbon emissions) benefits exist to directly demand

as much on-site generated electricity as possible.

The proposed framework for integrating VRE generation

into a manufacturing system environment can be found in fig-

ure 2. It comprises six steps with the following actions and

objectives:

1. A dynamic system model needs to be set-up to reflect time-

dependent dynamics (material and energy flows) of all rel-

evant system elements.

2. One or multiple hypotheses are formulated in relation

to improved integration of VRE, including indicators for

measuring improvement.

3. Scenarios are defined, reflected by a set of input parame-

ters for the dynamic system model to test hypotheses. For

the purpose of this approach, EV fleet changes and use

case scenarios are central scenarios for evaluation, as well

as energy flexibility of the manufacturing system.

4. For each scenario, model evolution is calculated and rele-

vant indicator values obtained.

5. Based on evaluated scenarios and outcomes, conclusions

on previously defined hypotheses are drawn. Dependent

upon outcomes, implementation can be prepared and/or

further hypotheses tested (e.g. if desired outcomes are in-

sufficient or new, additional hypotheses towards improve-

ment emerged).

6. Dependent upon conclusions, hypotheses are reformulated

or new hypotheses are generated for testing.

In order to be applicable for multiple application cases, a

generic model structure has been developed as part of step one.

Its four main system model elements (manufacturing system,

VRE supply, EV fleet, energy control) are described briefly in

the following.

3.2. System elements

Mentioned four system elements exchange information and

energy flows. Starting with VRE supply, electricity from on-site

generation sources can either be directly demanded by the man-

ufacturing system (first priority), used to charge connected EVs

(second priority) or fed in to the connected power grid (third

priority). The grid itself supplies electricity to the manufac-

turing system and EVs, if VRE supply is not sufficient to meet

energy needs (see also figure 3). The manufacturing system and

connected auxiliary systems’ (e.g. compressed air (CA) gener-

ation) electricity demand is optionally controlled by a central

electricity control which aims at matching processes total de-

mand with VRE supply via controlling processes target states

(e.g. idle/produce), similar to [10]. The EV fleet is charged

with surplus VRE (if any) and can discharge VRE if required

by the manufacturing system and if allowed by the EV, depen-
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Fig. 3. VRE and grid electricity flow and VRE demand priority.

dent upon mobility requirements of the EV. Remaining required

EV electricity charge is supplied by the grid.

3.2.1. Manufacturing and auxiliary system
Considered manufacturing system consist of a sequential

production line with a number of processes, intermediate

buffers with limited storage and connected CA supply sys-

tem. Manufacturing process electricity and CA demand and

compressor electricity demand are modeled as state-dependent

(compare e.g. to [11]). Corresponding power demand is Pel.

(electric power demand) and PCA (CA power demand), with

additional index to differentiate between production, idle and

off. Time required for switch-on and switch-off is denoted as

Ton (switch-on) and To f f (switch-off). For simplicity, energy

demand during switching on/off is set equal to idle demand val-

ues and to zero if a process is in off-state. Compressors are

automatically switched-off after a certain idle waiting time pe-

riod has passed (during which electricity demand is lower, but

no CA is produced).

3.2.2. VRE supply
VRE supply is included as a dynamically changing time se-

ries. Either recorded data (with an adequate resolution, i.e. sec-

onds or minutes, to reflect intermittent availability of VRE) or

(physical) electricity generation models can be used to generate

input for considered model.

3.2.3. EV fleet
The connected EV fleet is assumed to be available for

charge from VRE and discharge for manufacturing system

energy demand if a vehicle is available. EV batteries are

(dis-)charged according to their maximum charge rates, avail-

able VRE (charge) and system electricity demand (discharge).

Further, a round-trip energy efficiency parameter is included, as

well as self-discharge losses and capacity degrading as a func-

tion of (dis-)charge cycles.

EV availability is subject to a weekly schedule. EVs are as-

sumed to require scheduling before utilization, with an approxi-

mate driving distance. A control logic determines when a given

vehicle is not available for discharge into the local grid, which is

dependent upon the EVs current State-of-Charge (SOC), max-

imum charge rate and required charge as a function of desired

driving distance. As soon as the logic determines that remain-

ing time for charge (at maximum charge rate) is equal to re-

quired time to reach desired SOC from current SOC, the EV is

set in charge mode and only charged from VRE (if available),

but not discharged anymore. Once the scheduled trip start time

has been reached, the EV is removed from the system. Upon

return of the EV, the scheduled SOC reduction (in percent of

the EVs capacity, derived from the trip’s driving distance) is

deducted from the EV’s SOC at the beginning of the trip (the

amount of VRE in the vehicle’s battery is reduced proportional

to VRE share of SOC) and connected back to the system.

3.2.4. Energy control
In order to compare the effect of different energy storage and

energy flexibility actions, different energy flexibility and energy

efficiency control strategies are enacted. The following control

strategies are investigated, they all aim at matching energy de-

mand with supply while leaving throughput constant:

• No control denotes a one-piece flow strategy, i.e. a process

replaces a part if withdrawn from its outgoing buffer.

• Central energy flexibility control determines which non-

throughput critical manufacturing processes and compres-

sor idle/produce combination yields the closest fit with

available VRE and schedules processes accordingly (for

further detail see [10]).

• Switch-off adds an energy saving, decentralized control

logic: processes switch from idle/waiting to off if (a) a

set wait time has been passed and (b) if upstream and

downstream buffer fill levels are small (upstream) and high

(downstream) enough to avoid impacting adjacent pro-

cesses. Fill levels need to be in a range which allows sus-

taining a time period until blocking (upstream) or starv-

ing (downstream) adjacent processes (assuming maximum

production) which is longer than the process’ switch-off

and -on time (combined). Depending on system layout,

only upstream or downstream buffer fill levels might be

considered (e.g. if the system bottleneck is downstream of

a given process).

3.3. Prototypical implementation

Described system has been implemented into Anylogic R©,

an agent-based, mixed discrete-event and continuous time sim-
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Table 1. Electric vehicle parameters according to manufacturer’s data.

Name Citroen C-Zero Mia miAmore
Capacity [kWh] 16 8

Oper. range [km] 150 80

(Dis-)charge rate [kW] 2.667 2.667

Full (dis-)charge time [h] 6 3

Electricity demand 10.67 10

ulation environment. Manufacturing system elements, auxil-

iary system, EVs and stationary batteries are interacting ele-

ments, which can be added to the simulation model as individ-

ual agents and configured according to an application case as

needed. Within the following, an application case study is de-

scribed.

4. Example application case study

The chosen case study to demonstrate the application of

proposed VRE/EV/manufacturing system integration is based

on an existing experimental manufacturing lab with connected

VRE (wind and solar) generation and EV fleet.

Modeled manufacturing process can be found in figure 4.

The process consists of nine individual steps, including trans-

portation, which is modeled as individual process to be con-

trolled separately. Further, buffers are assumed to be deploy-

able between process steps for decoupling. In its initial config-

uration, maximum buffer holding size between each process is

limited to five pieces, while the one-piece flow strategy is re-

alized by keeping two pieces in each buffer (reduced inventory

and system residence time).

Available electric vehicles are two Mia miAmore and two

Citroen C-Zero, their relevant parameters are summarized in

table 1. Both charge and discharge from/into the local grid are

assumed to be feasible. Battery round-trip efficiency is set to

90%, cycle stability to resemble a case where 1,200 full charge

cycles result in 20% initial capacity loss (linear decreasing with

increased cycle number).

VRE generation data is used from own recorded data with a

sample rate of one second and averaged (arithmetic) over one

minute to manage computability. Chosen time period is 3rd to

30th September 2013, and supply data was scaled to match total

energy demand in a no-control case (gross own supply equals

total demand when not considering temporal mismatches), with

an equal share between solar and wind electricity generation.

Products are withdrawn from the last buffer with a cycle time

of 80 seconds and thus denoting a nearly maximum possi-

ble throughput scenario, considering that CNC process has the

longest cycle time with 72 seconds. Compressors are config-

ured with similar parameters and individual control settings as

in [10], while three compressors (4.2/2.8/1.4 kW energy de-

Table 2. Overview of battery storage scenarios (H1-H3).

Scenario Energy control Bat./EVs � EVs/equiv.
REF No No N/A

BATa No Battery 4 (48 kWh)

SCH1a/2a/3a No EVs 4 (48 kWh)

BATb No Battery 8 (96 kWh)

SCH1b/2b/3b No EVs 8 (96 kWh)

mand during CA production) are included.

4.1. EVs and battery storage

In order to improve integration of VRE, the following initial

hypothesis and related scenarios in relation to EV and battery

storage are tested (step 2 and 3 from figure 2), for an overview

see table 2:

H1: Different vehicle utilization schedules have an impact on

how much electricity can be stored in EVs and fed back if

demanded by the manufacturing system. Utilizing avail-

able battery storage from EVs can significantly increase

VRE utilization (to be demonstrated). Based on evaluated

logbook data, different example utilization schedules per

vehicle can be found in figure 6 (scenario SCH1a). In ad-

dition, a high-frequency, low driving distance case (same

schedule for all vehicles, scenario SCH2a, figure 6) and a

heavy use-case is defined (same schedule for all vehicles,

scenario SCH3a, figure 6). REF denotes a scenario with-

out battery, i.e. pure one-piece flow strategy.

H2: A stationary battery with similar parameters to available

EV batteries will contribute most to increased VRE uti-

lization. The actual difference between a stationary bat-

tery and intermittent available batteries has to be investi-

gated to compare an (additionally installed) battery to (al-

ready available) electric vehicles. Scenario BATa refers to

installing a set of stationary batteries similar to the EV’s

batteries from table 1.

H3: Additional EVs are installed in the system. For simplicity,

the initial vehicle fleet and their respective schedules are

reproduced, resulting in four additional scenarios SCH1b,

SCH2b, SCH3b and BATb (stationary battery equivalent

to eight EVs).

Hypotheses H1 to H3 aim at evaluating the effect of EV

and stationary battery storage to store VRE for later demand

of a connected manufacturing system. Main differences be-

tween scenarios are dynamic availability of EVs/battery and the

amount of energy that can be stored (four or eight EVs/battery

equivalent).

The left graph of figure 5 shows the amount of on-site gener-

ated electricity which has been directly and indirectly (through

battery storage) demanded by the manufacturing system, and

remaining public power grid supply (external demand). As ex-
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Fig. 6. EV utilization schedule scenarios (no utilization on weekends, M1/M2:

Mia1/2, C1/C2: Citroen1/2).

pected, total electricity demand remains stable between scenar-

ios. Second, also as expected, a stationary battery achieves the

highest increase in VRE utilization compared to EV storage op-

tions. However, EV storage also yields a significant increase in

VRE demand. Nonetheless, even though EVs are connected to

the system for most of the time (e.g. for schedule 2 (SCH2a),

EVs are only absent 22 of 144 hours/week), the requirement

for being sufficiently charged before removal, using VRE for

propulsion purposes and their non-availability during poten-

tial high VRE output (solar during day) reduces EV VRE inte-

gration potential overproportional (e.g. VRE use increases 8%

with a stationary battery (BATa) compared to the reference case

REF, but only 6% from SCH2a to REF, although EVs are avail-

able for more than 80% of total time). Looking into additional

battery cycles imposed on EV batteries (right graph of figure

5), additional cycles are (a) positively correlated to increase in

VRE utilization and (b) non-evenly distributed between vehi-

cles. As additional cycles cause a battery to degrade faster, de-

tailed economic and environmental assessment is required for

further conclusions. Battery inefficiency losses (as mentioned,

round-trip efficiency is set to 90%) result in less VRE grid feed-

in. Losses can amount up to 3.4% of VRE generation or approx.

530 kWh compared to the reference case scenario without bat-

tery. These losses have to be accounted for in a holistic eco-

nomic and ecological evaluation.

4.2. Embodied energy storage

The second set of hypothesis evaluates the impact of embod-

ied energy storage, enabled through energy flexibility control of

the system, and compares results to EV and battery storage sce-

Table 3. Overview embodied energy scenarios (H4, H5).

Scenario Contr. Bat./EVs Buffer CNC Buffer other
REF1 No No 5 5

REF2 No 4 EVs 5 5

REF3 Yes No 5 5

CNC1/2/3/4 Yes No 50/100/200/500 5

BUF1/2/3/4 Yes No 50/100/200/500 50/100/200/50

narios (overview in table 3):

H4: Energy flexibility control can match electricity demand

with supply by utilizing intermediate product storage ca-

pacities. Three initial reference scenarios are defined:

REF1 as outlined above (same as REF, one-piece flow, no

energy control, no battery or EVs), REF2 with EV battery

storage and schedule according to SCH1a from figure 6

and REF3 without battery or EV storage, but with energy

control of processes and compressors. The CNC-process

has the longest cycle time and is also the last process of the

system. In order to decouple this process, increased buffer

capacities are installed in front of the process (scenarios

CNC1 to CNC4, with buffer capacities of 50/100/200/500

pieces, respectively). Further, additional buffer storage

between all remaining processes is investigated, labeled

BUF1 to BUF3 with 50/100/200 capacity for all buffers

and a scenario BUF4 with 500 capacity before CNC and

50 capacity before all other processes.

H5: Idle switch-off can be used to reduce overall energy de-

mand and, in combination with energy flexibility control,

further contribute to match electricity demand and sup-

ply by reducing idle electricity demand of processes. Idle

switch-off is applied to all previously described scenarios

(same scenario names, mentioned where applicable).

The second set of results is presented in figure 7 and sum-

marizes energy flexibility and energy efficiency control strate-

gies (note that additional operational indicators are included

which become relevant under energy flexibility control actions).

Utilizing embodied energy as VRE integration method can in-

crease on-site generated electricity demand. However, with-

out switch-off, no scenario achieves a result as high as bat-

tery storage (68% with EV batteries (REF2), maximum 66%

with energy control (BUF4) and 62% without control or battery

(REF1)). In addition, system residence time and average inven-

tory is increased with additional intermediate product storage,

and up to 40 times higher than in the initial case. Maximum ex-

ternal (public power grid) demand (fifteen-minute average peak

demand) is slightly reduced with energy control on. Consider-
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Fig. 7. Results for energy flexibility and energy efficiency control scenarios.

ing process switch-off scenario results, absolute (in MWh) VRE

demand can only be slightly increased. However, external de-

mand can be significantly reduced and thus VRE supply relative

to total demand increased up to 81% (BUF4), with increasing

system residence time and inventory. Switching-off not only

achieves significant energy efficiency improvement, but also in-

creases relative VRE utilization beyond battery values. This

potential is enabled through increased embodied energy storage

between processes. However, maximum process switch-on/off

counts per hour need to be considered to avoid excessive wear

on equipment; hourly counts can amount up to more than ten

switches per hour for described experiments. Note that con-

stant throughput was realized for all scenarios.

5. Discussion and conclusion

An approach to integrate decentralized VRE generation into

a manufacturing system through intermittent battery storage

from EVs has been presented. Competitiveness of EV battery

storage is compared to stationary battery storage and energy

flexibility control of manufacturing systems. A case study is

used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Results indicate that intermittent EV battery storage im-

proves integration of decentralized VRE. Stationary batteries

are more effective due to uninterrupted availability. However,

the benefit of EV batteries is their simultaneous utilization as

traction batteries. They are available independent of VRE in-

tegration goals, while a stationary battery needs to be addition-

ally installed. Nonetheless, increased battery cycles and thus

wear-out need to be carefully evaluated under economic and

environmental goals. Energy flexibility of manufacturing sys-

tems, enabled by embodied energy storage, can also improve

VRE integration and be an alternative to battery storage. Espe-

cially including process switch-off using flexibility induced by

product storage significantly improves VRE utilization while

reducing external and total energy demand.

Further research includes a structured comparison of avail-

able energy/electricity storage options in manufacturing and

connected systems, e.g. storage in compressed air, batteries and

embodied electricity. Different options to match demand and

dynamic supply need to be compared (economic, environmen-

tal, operational) to derive an improved solution for integrating

VRE. In addition, sizing of VRE supply options (amount and

wind/solar share) to improve VRE integration is pursued. An-

other followed lead is applying energy flexibility approaches

to enable fully energy self-sufficient (autarkical) manufacturing

systems and companies.
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